At least 200,000 people were forced to flee their homes due to the escalation of conflict in multiple locations in April. In Jonglei, renewed fighting amidst a government offensive displaced at least 100,000 people from several areas including Waat and Walgak - to Akobo town, Kapoeta, Wei-kol, and other remote locations. In Upper Nile, at least 25,000 people were displaced from Tonga, Kodok and surrounding areas due to the government offensive on the West Bank. Most arrived in Aburoc, while several thousand moved towards Sudan. In Eastern Equatoria, attacks against civilians in Pajok, Magwi County, forced at least 7,000 people to flee to Uganda, and displaced around 20,000 people to nearby villages and bushland. In Western Bahr El Ghazal, clashes outside Wau and security operations in Wau town caused at least 24,000 additional people to seek shelter in collective sites for internally displaced persons (IDPs). People also reportedly fled from Wau and Jur River counties to Tonj North and South in Warrap. Fighting in Raja reportedly displaced some 25,000 people, including to Northern Bahr El Ghazal, with numbers yet to be verified. The ongoing hostilities caused the number of South Sudanese refugees in neighbouring countries to rise by 80,000, most of whom fled to Uganda. Separately, the cholera outbreak continued to spread in South Sudan, with new cases confirmed in four counties in April: Ayod, Fashoda, Mayom and Yirol West.

**KEY FIGURES**

- **1.97 million*** Internally displaced people
- **217,622** IDPs in Protection of Civilians sites
- **268,286** Refugees in South Sudan
- **1.83 million** South Sudanese refugees in neighbouring countries

**NEEDS AND RESPONSE 2017**

- People in need: 7.5 million
- People targeted: 5.8 million
- People assisted: 2.5 million

**FUNDING REQUIREMENT 2017**

- **$1.64b** requirements in 2017
- **$1.2b unfunded** (74.2%)

*The number of internally displaced persons (IDPs) is updated with the latest figures and estimates available. The number of people displaced each month does not necessarily result in a rise in the overall number of IDPs as many people are "re-displaced" and had already been counted as IDPs. **The number of South Sudanese refugees is as of 15 April 2017, except in Uganda, which is as of 24 April. ***As recorded in the Financial Tracking System (FTS). Further pledges have been announced but not yet tracked. | IDP: Internally Displaced People, IPC: Integrated Food Security Phase Classification, PoC: Protection of Civilians.